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OPPORTUNITYOPPORTUNITY

Click to connect 

http://www.alternativefutures.bc.ca/pages/21places-overview.asp


It’s one of the worst spaces                            
in one of the best places.

It’s the crossroads of our region              
and an unfriendly road to cross.

On one side, a noble piece of                        
public architecture.

On the other, eighties glitz,                           
seventies blandness and sixties 

engineering.

It accommodates every form of 
transportation.

But celebrates none of them.

It’s the front door to our city                         
with a back-door attitude.



Cordova Street
in front of Waterfront Station                   

Granville to Richards



The Waterfront Station 
area is already one of the 
great places of exchange 
in downtown Vancouver, 

and will soon become 
even more so.  With 
arrival of RAV (and 

possibly the downtown 
streetcar), and with the 
construction of the new 

convention centre (serving 
the media for the 2010 

Games), these few blocks 
have the potential to be 
one of the great urban 

spaces on this continent.

RAV

Streetcar

Convention Centre



So how we will welcome the world?

The good news is that the City is working on a concept 
called The Hub, motivated by the construction of the 
RAV station and the opportunity to connect  to other 

modes of transportation.  Planners and engineers are 
consulting with the key players, doing studies for the 
RAV station, and struggling with urban-design and 

structural issues, given the 3-D complications of the 
urban fabric here. (There’s even the possibility that the 
owners of the parking structure on the corner might be 

interested in redevelopment.)  But it’s still very 
preliminary, and it doesn’t yet deal with detailed design 

for Cordova Street.

Now’s the time to think creatively.  And while normally, 
you needn’t go far to come up with good ideas, in this 

case, we should go as far as we practically can.                
Down under.   



CIRCULAR QUAYCIRCULAR QUAY

Sydney began here in 1788, and from then on the development, 
and redevelopment, of Circular Quay has been an ongoing 
controversy. Regrettable things have happened, notably the 

construction of the elevated Cahill Expressway in 1962.  But the
overhead structure also provides a kind of gateway experience, 
separating the quay into two sections: one serving pedestrians 

along the water, the other providing access to ground 
transportation and connections to the city.  



• Ferries
• Water taxis 
• Trains
• Buses
• Taxis
• Cruise ships
• Cahill Expressway and 

Major Streets
• Promenades to The Rocks 

and Opera House

Circular Quay

• Seabus
• SkyTrain
• West Coast Express
• Helijet
• 98 B-line, buses and           

trolleys
• Taxis
• Cruise ships
• Major Streets
• Sidewalks

Waterfront



Urban energy: Commuters pour 
out of the elevated train station 

down to the ferry lounges, 
passengers disembark from the 
boats and water taxis, tourists 
swarm along the promenades, 

concert-goers stroll to the Opera 
House, and diners line the docks.



Want to see Sydney Cove for yourself – right now?  You can 
check it out live with this very cool webcam that allows you to 

control its pan and zoom from above The Rocks.                  
Click here to connect.

http://www.viewsydney.com/


Here’s the thing: rather than face a dismal stretch of 
asphalt, Sydneysiders can catch their buses in 

protected comfort, or grab a coffee and hang out, 
stop by a museum, buy a souvenir or sprint safely 
across the public spaces to head uptown.   There’s 

still roadway space for moving traffic, but the 
pedestrian experience is dominant.



Compare the space above for buses and shelters in 
Sydney with the B-line stop in front of Waterfront.    

(Quiz: in which city does it rain the most?) 

It’s almost as though we don’t really believe people will 
use transit, and so we underscale the space we 

allocate for them.  (Best bad example: the pedestrian 
bridge at Metrotown Station.)



That picture on the cover page?     
It used to be the Opera House’s 

forecourt connection to the Quay .

And this is it today.



HONG KONGHONG KONG



Architecture of Density is an exhibition of large scale 
color photographs by Michael Wolf. 

Wolf has lived and worked in Hong Kong for ten years. 
Stimulated by the region's complex urban dynamics, he 

makes dizzying photographs of its architecture. 

Architecture of Density #13b

Click here for more.

http://www.kochgallery.com/artists/contemporary/Wolf/


PORTLANDPORTLAND
Our Cascadian neighbour deservedly gets a lot 

of credit for the remarkable transformation of its 
downtown.  How did it happen?  For those 
intrigued by the process of change (with 
parallels in our own city), you’ll find good 

reading in the reports below – one that tells you 
what happened, the other about what could.  My 

thanks to Brian Scott, the writer for the latter, 
who passed these along.

http://www.upa.pdx.edu/IMS/ourregion/CentralCIty/intro.html


SEATTLESEATTLE
Living tall now wins high Living tall now wins high 
praisepraise
Danny Westneat / Times staff columnist 

When Seattle's mayor said last week we should build new 
skyscrapers downtown, the idea got an extraordinary reaction. 

Nothing happened. 

There were no angry phone calls saying tall buildings are 
hideous view-blockers that will destroy our jewel of a city. 

"We haven't heard a peep along those lines," said Casey Corr, 
spokesman for Mayor Greg Nickels. 

Is there anyone left from old Seattle out there?

To continue, click here.

http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/localnews/2002150794_danny14.html


Thursday, January 13, 2005

VancouverVancouver--style housing style housing 
great for Seattlegreat for Seattle
By GORDON PRICE

Hey, Seattle, welcome to the club!

Practically every city on the West Coast is building "Vancouver-style" 
neighborhoods in or next to their downtowns -- compact, mixed-use 
communities characterized by the kind of high-rise residential towers 
seen on the Vancouver, B.C., skyline.

We've been building that way since the '50s. Constrained on all sides 
by water, we had to build up. In doing so, we kept our downtown alive 
and provided an affordable source of housing. By the 1990s, we 
discovered that people of all ages and families of all kinds, including 
those with children, were choosing high-rise living as a viable choice.

And we saw other cities choosing us a model, first San Diego in its 
Marina District, then San Francisco in the Rincon Hill neighborhood 
and then Portland on its South Waterfront lands. 

So, Seattle, it looks like you're next. Mayor Greg Nickels has proposed 
rewriting the codes for downtown to allow tall, Vancouver-style towers. 
And with your views, downtown amenities and new transit options,
you're more than ready.

Click here to continue.

http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/opinion/207590_housing.html?searchpagefrom=1&searchdiff=11


SURREY CENTRALSURREY CENTRALSURREY CENTRAL

And what a great 
public place to 

hold the meeting: 
Bing Thom’s 

Central City Tower, 
soon to be home of 

SFU’s Surrey 
campus.  For a 

building once 
declared to be 

another ‘fast ferry,’
it sure seems to be 

taking on a lot of 
passengers.

Kudos to 
TransLink (credit 

to Chris 
DeMarco) for 

hosting a public 
meeting to hear 

Americans Ian 
Lockwood and             

Joseph Minicozzi
share their 

experiences on 
how to create 

great public 
spaces.



RE:SPONSE
Price Tags 56 – Melbourne

I have been reading your overview on Melbourne -
the place I love and believe is really 'the quality' town 
in Australia.

Strangely though, we should not over-emphasise the 
need to compare ourselves on the global stage but 
rather work on how to keep making it better so that 
what we have nurtured can continue to thrive and 
also provide new opportunities for more enjoyable 
living.

So thanks for the glowing commentary - the urban 
quilt is never finished and will always have keen 
observers and 'doers' who strive for greatness.

Frank Bosco
Bosco Jonson Pty Ltd
South Melbourne Vic



RE:SPONSE

Price Tags 56 – Melbourne

I really found Dyan Dunsmoore-Farley's commentary 
(on Granville Mall)  to be of particular interest.  While I 
agree with her points and ideas--all for me, quite 
informative--I do think that policing has an important 
role; not necessarily "more patrols" just more visible 
patrols at all times of the day (i.e. on foot).  

The concept of "police boxes" originates from France; 
was adopted here after the Meji Restoration and 
spread to Singapore and later Honolulu.  If done 
properly, they create a static visible presence.  They 
have to be visible; blend in with the the other 
establishments and be customer friendly.

Anthony Fenton, Tokyo

Cold and wet weather is no excuse for not creating 
high quality outdoor public places. Jan Gehl has 
lots to say on this. [Click here for more.] 

In Melbourne, we found that once we'd created 
footpath cafes on Swanston Street after the 
pedestrian upgrade, people were sitting in them at 
midnight in the middle of winter - and Melbourne is 
by no stretch of the imagination sub-tropical.

Nathan Alexander, Adelaide

http://www.rudi.net/bookshelf/classics/lifebetweenbuildings/index.shtml


RE:SPONSE

You were looking for cities where trams shape 
the nature of the city. Let’s not forget Toronto 
where the streetcar was a rally point for defining 
the city. When thinking of walkable, shopable, 
living neighbourhoods in Toronto it is difficult to 
think of more than two or three smaller 
neighbourhoods that do not either have a 
subway line underneath or a streetcar line on 
the road. And the city does love its streetcars. I 
used to walk a few blocks to take a streetcar 
instead of taking a bus.

Hans-Jürgen (Jack) Becker
Vancouver

I visited Perth for a week last year and was (negatively) 
impressed with much of the official low-density 
development in the city/region. When I shared data and 
whatever insights I could on Vancouver’s successes in 
densification—the West End, redevelopment of Yaletown
and the Expo lands, Arbutus Gardens, etc.— the city 
planners in Perth and their state counterparts were 
incredulous. They found it difficult to believe that people 
would actually want to live in such close quarters let alone 
merely tolerate the high densities we encourage here. 

Bill Rees, UBC 
Vancouver

Price Tags 56 – Melbourne

Price Tags 55 – Perth
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